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1번 변형문제

1. Choose the correct word for (A), (B), (C) 

respectively.1

�

① which- that- when      

② which- which-when      

③ which- that-which

④  where- that- when      

⑤  where- which- when 

2. Which is the correct order of the three 

sentences after  the given passage?   2

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer is regarded as one 

of the great American novels, but at one point its 

author despaired of finishing it. 

�

① (A) - (C) - (B) 

② (B) - (A) - (C) 

③ (B) - (C) - (A) 

④ (C) - (A) - (B) 

⑤ (C)- (B)- (A)

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer is regarded as 

one of the great American novels, but at one 

point its author despaired of finishing it. In his 

Autobiography, Mark Twain describes reaching a 

point in the story (A) which/ where he felt 

unable to go on: ‘‘My tank had run dry.” He 

abandoned it for two years and turned his mind 

to other things. When he eventually picked up 

the manuscript again, he made the “great 

discovery” (B) which/ that the “tank” of his 

imagination had refilled itself in the meantime, 

and he was able to complete the story. This 

discovery was a turning point in Twain’s writing 

career: he learned to watch out for the point in 

each  subsequent book (C) which / when his 

tank ran dry, and to take a break before finishing 

it.

(A) This discovery was a turning point in Twain’s 

writing career: he learned to watch out for the 

point in each  subsequent book when his tank 

ran dry, and to take a break before finishing it.

(B) In his Autobiography, Mark Twain describes 

reaching a point in the story where he felt unable 

to go on: ‘‘My tank had run dry.” He abandoned it 

for two years and turned his mind to other things. 

(C) When he eventually picked up the 

manuscript again, he made the “great discovery” 

that the “tank” of his imagination had refilled itself 

in the meantime, and he was able to complete 

the story. 
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3. Which of the following is suitable for the 

blank?    3

�

① to read various books 

② to enjoy various reading 

③ to take a break before finishing it.

④ to write imaginative novels 

⑤ to finish writing easily 

4. 밑줄 친 This discovery 가 의미하는 내용을 쓰시오.4

5. Which of the underlined is NOT suitable in 

the context?   5

�
   

 

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer is regarded as 

one of the great American novels, but at one 

point its author despaired of finishing it. In his 

Autobiography, Mark Twain describes reaching a 

point in the story where he felt unable to go on: 

‘‘My tank had run dry.” He abandoned it for two 

years and turned his mind to other things. When 

he eventually picked up the manuscript again, he 

made the “great discovery” that the “tank” of his 

imagination had refilled itself in the meantime, 

and he was able to complete the story. This 

discovery was a turning point in Twain’s writing 

career: he learned to watch out for the point in 

each  subsequent book when his tank ran dry, 

and _________________________________

The most popular travel book — The Travels of 

Sir John Mandeville — appeared in about  1356 

and immediately became ① astonishingly 

popular. This was the only travel book that 

Leonardo da Vinci possessed, and Christopher 

Columbus consulted it as he took his voyages. 

Scholars ② doubt whether there even was 

anyone named Mandeville, or whether the author 

of this account ever traveled further than his 

local library. His work is fanciful and entertaining 

and ③preserved many global misconceptions 

from the ancient world. When real travelers 

came back from abroad, if their experiences did 

not ④match those of the fictional Mandeville, 

they did not trust their own eyes. Thus, global 

misunderstandings  ⑤insisted throughout the 

Middle Ages in spite of a good deal of global 

interaction.
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6. Which of the following is suitable for the 

blank?  6

�     

① various prejudices  continued 

② global misunderstandings persisted 

③ obvious definition prevailed 

④ global rumor spreaded

⑤ international contacts lasted 

7. Choose the correct word for (A), (B), (C) 

respectively.  7

�     

① astonishingly-what- those    

② astonishingly-whether- that   

③ astonishingly-whether- those

④ astonishing-  what- those    

⑤ astonishing – whether –that 

The most popular travel book — The Travels of 

Sir John Mandeville — appeared in about  1356 

and immediately became astonishingly popular. 

This was the only travel book that Leonardo da 

Vinci possessed, and Christopher Columbus 

consulted it as he took his voyages. Scholars 

doubt whether there even was anyone named 

Mandeville, or whether the author of this account 

ever traveled further than his local library. His 

work is fanciful and entertaining and preserved 

many global misconceptions from the ancient 

world. When real travelers came back from 

abroad, if their experiences did not match those 

of the fictional Mandeville, they did not trust their 

own eyes. Thus, 

______________________________throughout 

the Middle Ages in spite of a good deal of global 

interaction.

The most popular travel book — The Travels of 

Sir John Mandeville — appeared in about  1356 

and immediately became (A) astonishing/ 

astonishingly popular. This was the only travel 

book that Leonardo da Vinci possessed, and 

Christopher Columbus consulted it as he took his 

voyages. Scholars doubt whether there even 

was anyone named Mandeville, or (B) what/ 

whether the author of this account ever traveled 

further than his local library. His work is fanciful 

and entertaining and preserved many global 

misconceptions from the ancient world. When 

real travelers came back from abroad, if their 

experiences did not match (C) that/ those of the 

fictional Mandeville, they did not trust their own 

eyes. Thus, global misunderstandings persisted 

throughout the Middle Ages in spite of a good 

deal of global interaction.
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3번 변형문제

8. Where does the given sentence best fit?‑  8

  
If the children merely saw these differently colored 
and differently behaving characters, they didn’t 
seem to assign them a group identity.

�
  

9. Which of the fellowing ' They ' refers to a 
different person?   9

�  
   

The most popular travel book — The Travels of 

Sir John Mandeville — appeared in about  1356 

and immediately became (A) astonishing/ 

astonishingly popular. This was the only travel 

book that Leonardo da Vinci possessed, and 

Christopher Columbus consulted it as he took his 

voyages. Scholars doubt whether there even 

was anyone named Mandeville, or (B) what/ 

whether the author of this account ever traveled 

further than his local library. His work is fanciful 

and entertaining and preserved many global 

misconceptions from the ancient world. When 

real travelers came back from abroad, if their 

experiences did not match (C) that/ those of the 

fictional Mandeville, they did not trust their own 

eyes. Thus, global misunderstandings persisted 

throughout the Middle Ages in spite of a good 

deal of global interaction.

   In a recent study led by Andy Baron at Harvard 
University, three- to five-year-olds were shown 
pictures of two groups of cartoon characters, one 
colored purple, the other red. One group did 
rotten things such as break toys and cause car 
crashes, while the other did nice things such as 
help others. If the children merely saw these 
differently colored and differently behaving 
characters, ①they didn’t seem to assign them a 

group identity. But if ②they were given names for 

the two groups (“These are the Nifs，” “These 

are the Lups”) ③they quickly figured out who 
were the good guys and who were the bad guys. 
In other words, at that age, the differences in the 
appearance of the two sets of characters (purple 
versus red) were not automatically seen as cues 
to group membership. But once the groups had 
names, ④ they  became aware of the differences 

between them and understood that ⑤they 

belonged in different categories. 
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10. Which is the correct order of the three 
sentences after  the given passage?    10

�  

① (A) - (C) - (B) 
② (B) - (A) - (C) 
③ (B) - (C) - (A) 
④ (C) - (A) - (B) 
⑤ (C)- (B)- (A)

4번 변형문제
11. Which is the correct order of the three 
sentences after  the given passage?      11

Many people lack a clear image of their bodies and 
do not take very good care of themselves. You’d 
think people would have a fairly accurate picture of 
their own bodies.

�  

① (A) - (C) - (B) 
② (B) - (A) - (C) 
③ (B) - (C) - (A) 
④ (C) - (A) - (B) 
⑤ ⑤ (C)- (B)- (A)

   In a recent study led by Andy Baron at Harvard 
University, three- to five-year-olds were shown 
pictures of two groups of cartoon characters, one 
colored purple, the other red. One group did 
rotten things such as break toys and cause car 
crashes, while the other did nice things such as 
help others. If the children merely saw these 
differently colored and differently behaving 
characters, they didn’t seem to assign them a 
group identity. 
(A) In other words, at that age, the differences in 
the appearance of the two sets of characters 
(purple versus red) were not automatically seen 
as cues to group membership. 
(B) But if they were given names for the two 
groups (“These are the Nifs，” “These are the 

Lups”) they quickly figured out who were the 
good guys and who were the bad guys. 
(C) But once the groups had names, the children 
became aware of the differences between them 
and understood that they belonged in different 
categories. 

(A) But we have blind spots as well, so that our 
body image only approximates rather than 
coincides with reality. A major reason is that our 
bodies are constantly changing, and there is a 
time delay in bringing our body images up to 
date. 

(B) After all, who is more familiar with our bodies 
than ourselves? Each day, we spend an 
enormous amount of time receiving messages 
from our bodies, bathing and grooming 
ourselves. 

(C) Each of us tends to hold on to more or less 
outdated body images, such as the aging man 
who has difficulty recognizing the wrinkles in his 
face, his thinning hair, or his sagging waistline.
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12. Which of the following is suitable for the 
blank?12

  

�
① seek to effective strategies for maintaining 

mental health
② create accurate body images

③ recognize an accurate image of our body

④ hold on to more or less outdated body images
⑤ stick to practical ways of reducing health risks

13. Where does the given sentence best fit?   13

But we have blind spots as well, so that our body 
image only approximates rather than coincides with 
reality.

�

Many people lack a clear image of their bodies 
and do not take very good care of themselves. 
You’d think people would have a fairly accurate 
picture of their own bodies. After all, who is more 
familiar with our bodies than ourselves? Each 
day, we spend an enormous amount of time 
receiving messages from our bodies, bathing 
and grooming ourselves. But we have blind 
spots as well, so that our body image only 
approximates rather than coincides with reality. A 
major reason is that our bodies are constantly 
changing, and there is a time delay in bringing 
our body images up to date. Each of us tends 
to_________________ , such as the aging man 
who has difficulty recognizing the wrinkles in his 
face, his thinning hair, or his sagging waistline.

Many people lack a clear image of their bodies 
and do not take very good care of themselves. 
You’d think people would have a fairly accurate 
picture of their own bodies. After all, who is more 
familiar with our bodies than ourselves? Each 
day, we spend an enormous amount of time 
receiving messages from our bodies, bathing 
and grooming ourselves. But we have blind 
spots as well, so that our body image only 
approximates rather than coincides with reality. A 
major reason is that our bodies are constantly 
changing, and there is a time delay in bringing 
our body images up to date. Each of us tends 
to_________________ , such as the aging man 
who has difficulty recognizing the wrinkles in his 
face, his thinning hair, or his sagging waistline.
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5번 변형문제
14. Which is the correct order of the three 
sentences after  the given passage?    14

Oil and gas resources are not likely to be impacted 
by climate change because they result  from a 
process that takes millions of years and are 
geologically trapped. 

�   

① (A) - (C) - (B) 
② (B) - (A) - (C) 
③ (B) - (C) - (A) 
④ (C) - (A) - (B) 
⑤ (C)- (B)- (A)

15. Which of the following is suitable for the 
blank?  15

�   

① In fact - for instance

② On the other hand- however

③ In fact –in brief
④ On the other hand-for instance

⑤ In other words –in brief 

(A) Thus, while climate change may not impact 
these resources, oil and gas reserves and known 
or contingent resources could be affected by new 
climate conditions, since climate change may 
affect access to these resources. 

(B) On the other hand, climate change may not 
only force the shutting down of oil- and gas-
producing areas, but increase the feasibility of 
exploration in areas of the Arctic through the 
reduction in ice cover. 

(C) In Siberia, for instance, the actual exploration 
challenge is the time required to access, 
produce, and deliver oil under extreme 
environmental conditions, where temperatures in 
January range from -20°C to -3 5 C. Warming 
may ease extreme environmental conditions, 
expanding the production frontier.

Oil and gas resources are not likely to be 
impacted by climate change because they result  
from a process that takes millions of years and 
are geologically trapped. ____(A)_____, climate 
change may not only force the shutting down of 
oil- and gas-producing areas, but increase the 
feasibility of exploration in areas of the Arctic 
through the reduction in ice cover. Thus, while 
climate change may not impact these resources, 
oil and gas reserves and known or contingent 
resources could be affected by new climate 
conditions, since climate change may affect 
access to these resources. In Siberia, 
____(B)_____, the actual exploration challenge 
is the time required to access, produce, and 
deliver oil under extreme environmental 
conditions, where temperatures in January range 
from -20°C to -3 5 C. Warming may ease 
extreme environmental conditions, expanding 
the production frontier.
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16. Which of the underlined is NOT suitable in 
the context?   16

�   

6번 변형문제
17. Which of the underlined is NOT suitable in 
the context?17

�

    

Oil and gas resources are not likely to be 
impacted by climate change because they result  
from a ① process that takes millions of years 
and are geologically trapped. On the other hand, 
climate change may not only force the shutting 
down of oil- and gas-producing areas, but  ② 

increase the feasibility of exploration in areas of 
the Arctic through the ③reduction in ice cover. 
Thus, while climate change may not impact 
these resources, oil and gas reserves and known 
or contingent resources could be affected by new 
climate conditions, since climate change may 
affect access to these resources. In Siberia, for 
instance, the actual exploration challenge is the 
④ time required to access, produce, and deliver 

oil under extreme environmental conditions, 
where temperatures in January range from -20°C 
to -3 5 °C. Warming may ⑤ worsen  extreme 

environmental conditions, expanding the 
production frontier.

Employers have devised some strategies to ① 

accommodate family responsibilities mainly in 
order to improve recruitment and to ② increase 

turnover among women workers. Employers with 
the most far-reaching programs are those, such 
as hospitals, that depend on a female workforce. 
When Kaiser Shipbuilding Company sought to ③ 

recruit women workers during the labor 
shortage brought on by World War II, it provided 
on-site, around-the-clock childcare, facilities for 
sick children, and even cheap carryout dinners 
for working mothers to take home. But at the 
war’s end, when Kaiser no longer needed to ④ 

retain women, it put an end to these programs. 
Almost half a century later, a few employers 
provide benefits ⑤ similar to those that Kaiser 
provided. For example, Riverside Hospital in 
Columbus, Ohio, which has a female chief 
executive officer, provides on-site childcare 
(including care for sick children) and eldercare. 
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18.Where does the given sentence best fit?18

 
But at the war’s end, when Kaiser no longer 
needed to retain women, it put an end to these 
programs.

�

   

19.  Which is the correct order of the three 
sentences after  the given passage?19

Employers have devised some strategies to 
accommodate family responsibilities mainly in order 
to improve recruitment and to reduce turnover 
among women workers. Employers with the most 
far-reaching programs are those, such as hospitals, 
that depend on a female workforce. 

�

① (A) - (C) - (B) 
② (B) - (A) - (C) 
③ (B) - (C) - (A) 
④ (C) - (A) - (B) 
⑤ (C)- (B)- (A)

Employers have devised some strategies to 
accommodate family responsibilities mainly in 
order to improve recruitment and to reduce 
turnover among women workers. ①Employers 

with the most far-reaching programs are those, 
such as hospitals, that depend on a female 
workforce.② When Kaiser Shipbuilding Company 

sought to recruit women workers during the labor 
shortage brought on by World War II, it provided 
on-site, around-the-clock childcare, facilities for 
sick children, and even cheap carryout dinners 
for working mothers to take home.③ Almost half 

a century later, a few employers provide benefits 
similar to those that Kaiser provided. ④ For 
example, Riverside Hospital in Columbus, Ohio, 
which has a female chief executive officer, 
provides on-site childcare (including care for sick 
children) and eldercare. ⑤

(A) But at the war’s end, when Kaiser no longer 
needed to retain women, it put an end to these 
programs. Almost half a century later, a few 
employers provide benefits similar to those that 
Kaiser provided.

(B) When Kaiser Shipbuilding Company sought 
to recruit women workers during the labor 
shortage brought on by World War II, it provided 
on-site, around-the-clock childcare, facilities for 
sick children, and even cheap carryout dinners 
for working mothers to take home. 

(C) For example, Riverside Hospital in 
Columbus, Ohio, which has a female chief 
executive officer, provides on-site childcare 
(including care for sick children) and eldercare. 
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7번 변형문제
20. Choose the correct word for (A), (B), (C) 
respectively.  20

�

① that- have- comes    
② that- to have- come      
③ that –have -comes
④  those- have- come    

⑤ those- to have –comes

21. Which of the underlined is NOT suitable in 
the context?   21

�

   

A restaurant is a destination in itself as a place to 
eat, rather than (as with an inn) a place of local 
gathering or traveler’s shelter that also offers 
food. Within the restricted opening hours of the 
establishment, a restaurant offers a variety of 
dishes, more so than is the case with an inn. 
Thus most restaurants do not open for breakfast 
and (A) that/ those that do, outside of hotels or 
modern-day inns, specialize to some extent in 
this meal, but the meals they do serve (B) to 
have/ have more options than traditional inns 
could provide. At a restaurant one eats what one 
desires from an often extensive menu. During 
most of its history, the restaurant has offered 
meals served by a waiter whose job is limited to 
this. Rather than gathering with the other lodgers 
at an inn or guesthouse, the customers of a 
restaurant (C) comes/ come with their friends, 
sit apart from others, and pay for a specific meal 
when they are finished.

A restaurant is a destination in itself as a place to 
eat, rather than (as with an inn) a place of local 
gathering or traveler’s shelter that also offers 
food. Within the ① restricted opening hours of 

the establishment, a restaurant offers a variety of 
dishes, more so than is the case with an inn. 
Thus most restaurants do not open for breakfast 
and those that do, outside of hotels or modern-
day inns,② specialize to some extent in this 

meal, but the meals they do serve have more ③  

options than traditional inns could provide. At a 
restaurant one eats what one desires from an 
often ④ extensive menu. During most of its 

history, the restaurant has offered meals served 
by a waiter whose job is ⑤ unlimited to this. 

Rather than gathering with the other lodgers at 
an inn or guesthouse, the customers of a 
restaurant come with their friends, sit apart from 
others, and pay for a specific meal when they 
are finished.
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22. Where does the given sentence best fit?   22

  
Thus most restaurants do not open for breakfast 
and those that do, outside of hotels or modern-day 
inns, specialize to some extent in this meal, but the 
meals they do serve have more options than 
traditional inns could provide.

�

  

8번 변형문제
23. Which of the following is most suitable to fill 
in the blanks   (A) and (B)?23

�    
① However-Therefore    
② As a result- In other words     
③ However- In brief 
④  As a result-Therefore  

⑤ For example- In brief 

A restaurant is a destination in itself as a place to 
eat, rather than (as with an inn) a place of local 
gathering or traveler’s shelter that also offers 
food. ①Within the restricted opening hours of the 

establishment, a restaurant offers a variety of 
dishes, more so than is the case with an inn. ② 

At a restaurant one eats what one desires from 
an often extensive menu.③During most of its 
history, the restaurant has offered meals served 
by a waiter whose job is limited to this. ④Rather 

than gathering with the other lodgers at an inn or 
guesthouse, the customers of a restaurant come 
with their friends, sit apart from others, and pay 
for a specific meal when they are finished.⑤

Throughout the 20th century, science was seen 
as the solution to the problems of 
landdegradation and pollution resulting from 
agricultural and industrial activities. 
____(A)_____, there is now an increasing focus 
on funding for science being linked to providing 
practical solutions to environmental problems. 
This creates a dilemma, for while excellent 
science can be conducted, science alone will not 
create widespread change, mainly because the 
channels to use this information and create 
change are poorly developed. In order to create 
changes in behavior and beliefs of the general 
public, broader and more effective 
communication of the  new scientific insights 
being gained is required. Even where the 
solutions to environmental problems are clear, 
management, political, and ultimately public 
support are needed to implement the (usually) 
expensive solutions. ___(B)_______, utilizing 
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14. Which of the following is suitable for the 
blank?    24

�    
① new methods for conducting scientific 
experiments
② development of practical scientific knowledge

③ new tools to facilitate effective communication

④ new trends in research on environmental 

management
⑤ policies for protecting and conserving the 

environment

25. Where does the given sentence best fit?25

 
In order to create changes in behavior and beliefs 
of the general public, broader and more effective 
communication of the  new scientific insights being 
gained is required. 

�

Throughout the 20th century, science was seen 
as the solution to the problems of 
landdegradation and pollution resulting from 
agricultural and industrial activities. As a result, 
there is now an increasing focus on funding for 
science being linked to providing practical 
solutions to environmental problems. This 
creates a dilemma, for while excellent science 
can be conducted, science alone will not create 
widespread change, mainly because the 
channels to use this information and create 
change are poorly developed. In order to create 
changes in behavior and beliefs of the general 
public, broader and more effective 
communication of the  new scientific insights 
being gained is required. Even where the 
solutions to environmental problems are clear, 
management, political, and ultimately public 
support are needed to implement the (usually) 
expensive solutions. Therefore, utilizing our 
current research effectively will require 
_______________________, not only to 
scientists, but also to managers, governments, 
and ultimately, the general public.

 Throughout the 20th century, science was seen 
as the solution to the problems of 
landdegradation and pollution resulting from 
agricultural and industrial activities.① As a result, 
there is now an increasing focus on funding for 
science being linked to providing practical 
solutions to environmental problems. ② This 

creates a dilemma, for while excellent science 
can be conducted, science alone will not create 
widespread change, mainly because the 
channels to use this information and create 
change are poorly developed. ③ Even where the 

solutions to environmental problems are clear, 
management, political, and ultimately public 
support are needed to implement the (usually) 
expensive solutions. ④Therefore, utilizing our 

current research effectively will require new tools 
to facilitate effective communication, not only to 
scientists, but also to managers, governments, 
and ultimately, the general public.⑤
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정답

 ④1

 ③2

 ③3

 더 이상 상상력이 떠오르지 않을 때 거기서 벗어나 휴식을 취하는 것이 새로운 상상력을 재충전하는데  가장 좋은 방법이라4

는 깨달음 
 ⑤5

 ②6

 ③7

 ②8

 ⑤9

 ②10

 ②11

 ④12

 ③13

 ②14

 ④15

 ⑤16

 ②17

 ③18

 ②19

 ④20

 ⑤21

 ②22

 ④23

 ③24

 ③25
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